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PREFACE 

The study tom, of the Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia and 

Indonesia to determine the state of the art of rice post-l1arvest tech ... 

nology was commissioned by the Inter.national Development Research 

Centre. The objectives were: 

a. to document the actual rice post-harvest practices 

in these countries; 

b. to assess the technological problems; and 

c. to advise the IDRC o.nd the Asian Working Food 

Scientist on research strategies and priorities. 

The countries of Thailand, Malaysia and Indonesia were 

visited from January 14, 1974 to February 13, 1974. Some time 

was spant in Singnpore preparing the draft report. The following 

served as contacts and guides,, for which their assistance is grate-

fully acknowledged. 

Thailand 

U Thet Zin 

Dr. Sala: 

Somr0ck Wongcruwal 

Virgilio Sahagun 

FAO Agriculture Service 
Officer 

- FAO Administrative Officer 

Department of Agriculture 

.. Asian Institute of Technology 

Suipin Maneysun - IFRPD 

Dr. Amara Bhumiratara - IFRPD 
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Malaysia 

Enc5.k Mohd Noor Haasan LPN 

Ismail Shamsudin - LPN 

Tow Kok Boon - LPN 

Roberto Bautista - Kolej Pertanian Malaya 

Ahmad Annuar bin Mohn Imbrahim - LPN 

Indonesi.a 

MuBlimin Na.slltfon - BULOG 

Suahyadi - BULOG 

Uka Yud.hawinata - BULOG 

DANTE B. DE PADUA 

Department of Agrfoultural E:i:J5h1eeri11g 
University of the Ph:tUppines at Los Banos 
Coll0ge. Lag'Ut"'la. Philippines 
April 1, 1974 
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POST-HARVEST RICE TECIINOLOGY IN THE PlfiLIPPINES. 
TIIAILA~·TD, MAL.A YSIA, INDONESIA - A STA TE 

OF THE l!RT SURVEY 

Dante :G. de Padua 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The Philippines, Thailand, Malaysia, and Indonesia are 

strug~ling to modP.rnize processing: harvesting-threshing, transporting, 

cleaning, drying, storing, milling, grading, packaging, and marketing 

of rice, the primary crop and the staple food of these four .Ardan 

countries, from the traditional, almost primitive practices that have 

existed for centuries. This activity has been triggered by in.crf:!ased 

production yields, the feasj.bility of double cropping with the construct-

ion of irrigation infrastructures, and inspite of these, the continued 

shortages of rice in the Philippines, Malaysia, and Indonesfa. The 

attempt at up-grading the technology of rice processir..g ~y governments 

is a matter of strategic importance, and is aimed at minimizing the 

phys~cal and economic losE::es, and as a means of controlling the avail-

~biJ.ity of the commodity and the price structure at the various levels. 

It is al~o aimed indirectly at protecting the welfare of the hundreds 

millions of smc.11 farmers upon which the industry is based. 

The activities in promoting the rice L"1dustcy have in the past 

several ye~rs, .been focused in increasing productivity. Processing 

.a.nd marketing were considered essential, but not priority areas. It 

was felt by many planners and policy makers, and their subsequent 
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decisions supported their thinking, that ~evelopment of the proces.sing 

sector was a simple matter of transplanting a highly developed Western · · 

technology. This thinking has not achieved any measure of success in 

the Philippines and Indonesia. These processing facilities and tech-

nology have not taken into account the small land holdings of the farmers _) 

that produce the l'aw material for the processing plants and its impli-

cation in management and operation. These facilities have not taken 

into account transportation difficulties, the tropical climate, the deeply 

imbcdded traditions in the trading. These facilities have not considered 

the level of expertise available, the social, educational and psycholo-

gical restraints that will take years to change. 

There are now recognized interlocking constraints in the 

development of the processing phase of the rice industry, utilizing 

sophisi;icated~ Western developed technology of hig.hly industrialized 

countries. Some of these are: 

1. Lack of adeq!late local manpower with the technical 

education or experience in the planning, design, installation, manage-

ment and ·operation of rice processing facilities. In all of these Asian 

countries, grain processing technology, was only recently added to the 

curriculum of their agric~tural engineering schools. Principles are "-\ 

taught, but the adaptation of Western technology to suit local require-

ments will require a great deal more of perception that comes only 

from experience. There is however, gathered by talking to young 
' 

- I 
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local technocrats, a fierce nationalistic pride to solve the problems of 

their rice industry. This attitude has developed out of bitterness in 

seeing their countries exploited by economic tyrants, and incompetent 

11 experts 11 
• 

2. Consultative services pr0vided by some agencies have proved 

to be grossly incompetent in rice process engineering resulting in an 

economic as well as a psychological block among the end users. 

3. Bilateral financial loan agreements between developed and 

developing countries for grain processing facilities are shackled by 

the vested interests in pawning off equipment regardless of their suit-

ability. These Asian countries are an attractive potential market for 

grain processing facilities. The Philippine rice industry for example 

contributes to the GNP an annual product value of close to 4 billion 

pesos. 

Financial assistance in the form of long term soft-loans for 

acquiring facilities and with the guidance of "experts" to "prime the 

pump" has not achieved the intention of providing the capability. It is 

pointed out, and probably true to a certain extent, that failure to 

operate and utilize effectively these acquired grain processing and 

storage facilities are due to a combination of local deficiencies in 

organb:at:i.on, financing, and operations. Successful utilization requires 

a Gystems approach integrating production, r:.rocessing, marketing, and 

. 'I 
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services. But most important to start with, the facilities must be 

suitable from the technological view point for rice and at the proper 

physical scale. These facilities in terms of their cost of acquisition 

and cost of operation must be sound financial investments. The 

private sector who handles roughly 80o/o of the processing and trade of 

rice as a commodity must be able to make reasonable profits. They 

do provide a neceosary service to the industry and must also be 

protected. 

There is an over-lapping of concern between the production 

' sector and the processing-marketing sector of the rice industry, in the 

area of .harvesting. This is a field operation performed by the farmers. 

Traditionally the processor's concern starts when the grain is delivered 

at the processing plant. In the mechanized West, tl.te farmer delivers 

his har-.rest to the processing plants, where his crop is weighed, sampled 

for grada analysisp and where he is paid-off. In the more lanquid East, 

the fa.rmP.r harvests his crop and awaits at the farm or village center 

for the middle-menp the procurement agents) who work for a commission. 

The harvested grain is either measured in volume or weighed, and the 

quality determined as a housewife would determine the quality of fish 

in the market. During the early part of the harvest season, particularly 

after a rice shortage crisis, it is a sellers market. The harvest season 

quickly peaks and it rapidly becomes a buyers market, especially during 

the rainy season. The middle-men arranges the delivery of the grain 

' _, ... 
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to the processing plant where it is again weighed and graded. This 

pattern is changing slowly and t.he chaug~ has to be accelerated. The 

traditional methods are inadequate to handle the increased yields,, the 

characteriDtics of the new varietfr.:s,, and the wet season harvest • 

II. OVERVIEW OF THE RICE INDUS'rRY 

Rice is the staple food of about 80% of the countries 35 million 

population and expanding at 3.1 % annually. Political power and its 

stability is closely linked with the supply ~.nd pr:i.ces of rice. .As such 

it has received much attention and it hns also corrupted in the process 

those inclined. A breakthrough in production technology and manage-

ment in 1968-69, resulted not only in national self-sufficiency but in 

modes~; exporto of milled rice. rrhis breakthrovgh also focussed on the 

inadequacy of post harvest practices and infrastructure capability. The 

. dramatic increase in yields from the trad~tioml.11. 5 tons per hectare 

to 3 tons,, even 5 tons per hectare, in some areas. during the rainy 

months of October - November o.nd the inability to harv·est and dry the 

grain quickly caused severe losses and damage to the quality of the 
' '' 

crop. The exported rice was down graded in price in the world market 

because of poor quality. This breakthrough generated a demand for 

mechanical harvesters11 grain driers and storage silos. Overnight 

equipment dealers, equipment manufacturers, financing institutions,, 

research institutions, international assistance organizations and 



missions and their experts, businessmen came alive and responded 

to the situation. Equipment and other facilities usually designed 

for wheat and other cereals but rice were imported. Hurriedly 

manufactured locally designed versions of Western models were 

·produced demonstrated. Vertically integrated schemes with unheard 

of capacities before - in the order of 1 O to 20 tons per hour, when -. 
traditionally 2 to 4 tons per hour were the economic, of drying, 

storage, and milling complexes were concieved constructed. Today 

all of these imposing structures, owned by government and private 

sector still break the landscape, lonely in their emptyness, slowly 

rusting away like the relics of a war spawned by sane men in a moment 

of hysteria, and with continued feeble attempts to preserve them 

hoping for redemption. 

The same strategy in production programs of 1968-69 were 

pursued vigorously and with increased sophistication and intensity. 

However, a credit squeeze for rice in 1970 due! to a financial crisis, 

coupled with 21 typhoons in the same year hit the rice areas. Deterio-

rating. peace and order. tungro rice disease devasting large areas ·in 

1971 and a continued expanding population made it again necessary to 

import rice. Some 800, 000 tons of imported milled rice was necessary 

to bridge the gap between production and consumption requirements in 

, 
-,.-1 
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1973. The formula of 1968-69 combining management, extension. 

massive credit. irrigation, fertilizer and pest control chemicals, 

was polished and.dubbed Masagana 99 and pursued with intense. 

fervor in 1973 in a more favorable climate under Martial Law. The 
I 

Masagana 99. a coordinated effort in rice production has aroused high 

enthusiasm in government workers. and the farmers whose welfare 

has been carefully nourished. Full sufficiency in rice has not been 

predicted, but undoubtedly the gap would be narrowed. The sustained 

effort in production is watched closely by the private agri-business 

sector who see the potentially rich investment possibilities in the 

processing and marketing of rice. They are holding back. They 

see the many unresolved problems in the social-economic context. 

and in the technical feasibility of Western Oriented and developed. 

equipment for which they want to see solutions. 

The problems for processing, and marketing sector related 

t~ ·production are: 

1. The land tenure devoted to rice are segmented to lllleconomic 

sizes which causes immense difficulties in orchestrating the thousands 

of farmers· that provide the raw materials to the processing plants. 
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2. There are still too many varieties that are planted, causing 

operational and management difficulties in large capacity processing 

plants. 

3. The inherent suspicion of farmers towards processing 
i -,t 

complexes. Millers and middlemen brokers have exploited the farmers i / 

for centuries. 

Thailand 

About 75% of arable land, equivalent roughly to 7. 6 million 

hectares is planted to rice with an annual production estimated in 1973 

to be 14, 000, 000 metric tons of paddy. .About 70% of the 37 million 
' 

Thais are rice farmers or live on rice lands. An annual surplus of 

about 1. 5 million tons of milled rice is exported. Although a rice 

shortage developed in the Summer of 1973, a good crop last November, 

1973 - January, 1974 has allowed the temporary export ban to be lifted. 

The average value of rice exported is esti"'.llated at 150 million US 

dollars, representing 1/3 of total exports. 

Thailand being a rice exporting country is uniquely different 

from the other Asian countries. They have not adopted widely the hi?h 

yielding varieties primarily because of its poorer grain quality. While 

there are many varieties planted, the medium long non-glutinous Thai 

rice preferred in the world market is predomina11tly plaJited. For local 

consumption the glutinous varieties are preferred. 
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The rice fe.rms are typical of Asia, small/segmented with land 

holdings from 1 to 20 hectares. Land prepara~ion is done with animals, 

although small tractors are incrPasingly becoming more popular. From 

a number of 234 tractors in 1957» there are n.ow estimated 35, 000 units 

on the farms today. Importatation of tractors and engines have steadily 

declined as the local manufacturing industry have increased output. 

Thailand is the only one of the four Asian countries surveyed that is 
. ' ; 

now fully manufacturing the small gasoline engines. Mechanization has 

firmly taken root as evidenced by the number of locs.1 workshops turning 

out 2-wheel tractors, 4 wheel tractors. spare parts, tractor implements, 

and low-lift irrigation pumps. Thailand is the home of the original low-

lift propeller pumps and long tail out-board engines, designed in the 

Engineering division of the Rice Ministry. Today these propeller pumps 

are four.ld through out the rice world in lifting water from the Klongs and 

the irri.gation can<?ls to the paddies. Some 100 small workshops and 

12 medium size shops turning out these machines do not have design 

facilities, but copy, and improve imported models to suit their local 

requirements. This is interesting in that the capability of these sweat 

shops, with the proper models, can also service the equipment required 

for the processsi.ng sector. 

The extremely profitable world market for Thai rice will 

certainly make them consider increasing their productivity per hectare. 

The yields of 2 tons per hectare compared to a potential of 5 tons per 

• 1 
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hectare with high yielding varieties will call for adaptive research to 

improve th'e grain quality of the HYV' s to make them acceptable to the 

Thai rice industry. Physical lo~ses and deterioration of quality in 

processing,, v1ith the same export incentives, will also be recognized 

md attended to. 

Malays:i.a 

A country of only 10 million people with rich natural resources 

su~ as rubber, tin, palm oil, can easily attain self sufficiency in rice. 

The land devoted to rice 380, 000 hectares, 133, 085 hectares of which 

was doubled cropped in 1970. The completed MUDA irrigation system 

in North West Malaysia has increased the double cropped area. A 

total annual production for 1973 was estimated to be 1, 686, seo metric 

tons of paddy. In 1970, the cost of local production of rice was found 

to be higher than that of the international market. In 01 .. der to stabilize 

the price of paddl) government dec~ared a policy to produce only 90% of 

their rice requirement and to import cheap rice to fill the 1 Oo/o. Recent 

world grain shortage and changes in price, coupled with local difficulties 

in distribution and marketing has caused a review of the 1970 productfon 

policy. 

Rice farms are also small, and segmented, Production is 

labor intensive, although government extension agencies are introducing 

rapidly 2 wheel tractors. The farmers have adopted high yielding 

varieties. with C-4- 63 locally called A polio, as. one of the more popular 

--.; 

·j 

- ) 
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variety. Imported Thai 100% ric~~ .. because of its superior grain 

qu.ality is popular and comrnands a b~tt,;:,r price than local varieties, 

Some farmers therefore are inclined to shift to this variety. Well 

milled C-4 is reportedly sm.neti.mes passed off as Thai 100% in the 

:narket to take advantage of the better price. Incentives for rice 

production include a floor support price with government purchasing 

when necessary, government breeding and seed multiplication of HYV's, 

a fertilizer subsidy scheme, drainage and irrigation infrastructure 

development~ an extensive agricultnrr.>.1 extension program, and credit 

from agricultural banks to farmer cooperatives. 

Indow~s:!.a 

Indonesia the home of 12 3 million people, produced in 1972 

approximately 21. 07 million tons of paddy from :Jome 8 million hectares 

of land. W:i.th nn annual per capital consumption of 100 kg. about 3/ 4 

million tens in 1972 and 1. 4 million tons i"l 1973 had to be imported to 

augm,:mt loc~l prpduction. 

The Indonesian rice field is not different from other Asian 
where 

farms. that are small and land preparation is heavily dependent on the ,, 

hoe and human labor~ and the plough and a team of animals. Virtually 

no farms are mechanized except government farm demonstration 

centers where Japanese 2 wheel tractors are being introduced. Develop-
Bureau of Logistic! 

ment of a local version of the power tiller is however going on at the!\ 

· BULOG~ 'l'here is a massive government sponsored production program 

, I 
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which involves governmental agencies as the Mi~stry of Agriculture. 

Industry. Public Works and Irri.gation, and the Bureau of Logistics 

(1H:H:JOO,). Representatives of these agencies form a Food Team 

headed by the Chief of State in the Provinces, and Regencies. The 

farmers have been organized into production cooperatives called the 

BUUD's. Each BUUD has from 600 to 2000 hectares with over a thou· 

sand farmer membership. While the Food Team's ultimate objective 

is increased productivity, these is done through an elaborate scheme 

to motivate the farmer by increasing his income from his farm. Th:l.s 

is done by: 

1. Intensified production through 

. a. irrigation 

b.. high yielding va.J.•iaties 

c. fertilizer 

d. pest control chemicals 

e. credit 

2. Assistance in production management 

3. Participation in processing 

4. Marketing 

5. Rural commun;.ty development 

Of the four Asian countries, Indonesia offers the most socialistic 

approach, which in concept has been well planned and defined. The 

constraints to its successful implementation are the lack of skilled I . 

I ------
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manpower at the implementing level, the lack of people with manage-

rials skills to head the BUUD's ::md most seriously the lack of capital 

to ''prin1e" - the system. The Indonesian scheme is uniquely different 

from the Philippines in that the:tr program for the farmer cooperatives 

"!In.braces not only production,, but includes proceosing. and marketing. 

The buffer stock of the BULOG is produced from the BUUD rice mills. 

Of course this is still academic since the BUUD's docs not have the 

milling capability as yet,, and so the B UUD' s contracts private millers 

and pays a milling fee of 6 to 10% of the milled rice in kind. 

III. POST PRODUCTION PRACTICES 

The methods of harvesting the rice crop varies in the four Asian 

countr:i.es. depending on the climate and the varieties grown. .All are 

common !11 the use of manual labor. Mechanical harvesters such as 

reapers, bind·~rs, threshers,, or combir~er: are still the exception. 

'!'he PhiHppjncs 

The dry season crop of Central Luzon harvested in the months 

of March, April, and May is cut with a small scythe close to the ground 

and laid into windrows. At the time of cutting the grain moisture is 

about 20-21%. After the entire crop is cut, the rice straw would have 
~ 

been left exposed to the sun for a day or two reducing the grain 

moisture to about 1 6%. The rice straw and panicle are then formed 
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into an elaborate field stack called mandalas. The silhouette of the 

mandalas in the evening sky provides a romantic backdrop for many a 

movie film. The base of the mandala is circular with a dia1neter of 

about 20 feet and rising to as high as 16- 20 feet. The outer wall is 

formed with the straw and towards the outside. The core is just 

filled with the rest of the crop. The crown is formed hemispherically 

with the panicle towards the outsi~e, forming some kind of a hat. The 

mandala is left in the field for a month or two until a mechanical 

thresher is available. This thresher cum cleaner is a local adaptation 

of the thresher,, straw-walker and fanning unit of an American Inter-

national Harvester-McCormicl{Deering combine. The thresher has 

an output capacity of 1/2 to 1 ton per hour, and is of the throw-in type. 

The entire rice stalk is thrown in. It is an efficient machine when the 

padi and straw are relatively d!"J. Threshing in this manner is done 

on a custom-contract basis. A threshing fee paid in kind of 4 to 5 bags 

for every 100 bags threshed is the usual, a bag weighing about 46 kg. 

The threshed grain is brought direct to the mill. If the grain is to be 

stored, it may be sun dried for another day. This method of harvesting 

is well established. The physical losses, or reduction in grain milling 

quality due to stack burning or fissuring are not known. In the large 

rice growing island of Panay, when the weather is unfavorable and where 

this method of harvest and using mandala is used, the grain is fermented. 

The milled rice has a brownish color and has a large percentage of the 

yellowish heat discolored grain. 

' '·-- -- -, - --~--· --....- ~-·-- ,. ...... ' -.......--- ,..._ ·-· -
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The local population are so used to eating this fermented grain. 

Aflatoxin contamination due to molding is suspected. 

The second crop that is harvested du-ring the rainy months of 
- z:a 

Sertember to November, is the big problem. The grain moisture is 

normally in the 26 - 28% range at the time of maturity. The cut rice 

stalk cannot be left in the field in windrows or field stacks. If there 

is a delay in processing, the grain develops molds. ferments. heats-

up due to active respiration. or with the high yielding varieties, (HYV's) 

with practically no dormancy period it starts to germinate. The crop 

therefore has to be threshed immediately, and brought in for drying. 

In unfavorable weather. the far1ner. if he has no access to a drier 

unloads his crop to the middlemen at usually very disadvantageous 

prices. 

The wet season crop is observed to yield lower milling out-

turns and poorer quality grain. It has not been studied just how fast 

the crop should be cut, threshed, and brought in for drying. We 

normally suggest however that the crop be brought in within 24 hours. 

The present capability takes about three days. The bottle neck is the 

lack of appropriate threshing machinery. The many different types of 

threshers that work beautifully for the dry season crop chokes with the 

wet straw and grain. The IRR.I designed threshers. first the more 

conven~iona] wire loop drum threshers failed to gain acceptance. The 
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table-top thresher also had its deficiencies. It has a high acquisition 

cost~ a low output that still needs recleaning, and is heavy, 'l'hreshing 

is done on the fieldp off the roadF.J, and the thresher has to be pulled or 

carried over dikes and muddy fields. A new IRRI design,, a throw-in 

c:tXial flow type has not been introduced widely and therefore its field 

performance and acceptability by farmers is not known yet. A local 

version a modification of the Japanese designed double-drum thresher, 

a type where the entire r.ice stalk and panicle is thrown into the 

machine has worked successfully for the wet season crop in Cotabato. 

The modification was done by a farmer-machinist-welder, who is now 

manufacturing it. It has gained wide acceptance in the Cotabato rice 

bowl of Mindanao island. This unit bears studying and if it is really 

workable as it appears., it should be introduced into other parts of the 

country. and Asia with similar situations. 

In many areas where mechanical threshers are not available, 

threshing is now do:ie by beating against a bamboo slatted frame, or 

by beating the rice straw with a flailing jointed stick, or by tramplipg 

with the feet of people, animals, or pneumatic tired tractors. The 

threshing output of one man is about 1/2 ton per working day. It has 

been observed by farmers and millers that artificial drying of paddy 

which is resorted to in the wet season crop yields darker grain than 

the sun dried grain. The implication is that heated-air convection 

drying discolors the grain. It is suspected however that it is not the 
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drying per se but that if fair sunny weather. there is no delay in 

reducing the moisture of the grain. ·whereas in rainy weather when 

grain moisture is at 26% or above. the delay in threshing and drying. 

allows the grain some degree of biological change: fermentation. 

oxidation, or heat discoloration that causes the darkening. Consumer 

preference is for white well miled grain, and therefore this darkening 

is a reduction in market value. 

If a mechanical thresher with an aspirator is available, no. 

additional field cleaning is done. In some areas, cleaning is- done by 

dropping the grain from standing height to allow the breeze to blow the 

empty chaff away. Where the grain is sold to processing plants where 

pre-cleaning facilities are available. the entire lot. straw, chaff, and 

stones are brought to the plant. The processing plant usually attempts 

to rneasure clockage and deducts this from the gross weight of the grain 

deliveredo The procedure and facility for doing this has not been 

established, and the amount of dockage is an irritant between producer 

anci processor. 

Thailand 

Thailand is fortunate in that it does not have a wet season harvest 

problem. Its main crop of about l 3. 5 million tons is harvested in the 

·months of November-December-.Tanuary. Only about 500. 000 tons is 

harvested in August when it has the tendency to rain, but the volume is 

considered manageable. 

, I 
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Farmers cut the rice stalk with a scythe close to the ground 

and leave the straw in windrows. This is left in the field to dry for 3 

to 4 daus after which it is threshed. In the Northeast. a wooden tub 

with a rack and a gunny sack enclosure is brought to the field and the 

grain is threshed by beating the straw against the rack. In Central 

Thailand, the rice straw is gathered in a corner of the field by sleds. 

boat or on shoulders and spread out about a foot thick. A 2-wheel 

tractor trailing a free wheeling roller with fins tramples the rice 

straw. The grain is threshed and falls to the ground. ·with sticks or 

· forks the straw is turned over 3 or 4 times the trampling repeated. 

This process produces about 2 tons per working day. The threshed 

grain which is now at 14-15% is winnowed and placed in gmmy bags to 

await buyers. It is not known whether such a method produces un-

warranted losses. The engineering department of the Agriculture 

Ministry which in charge of machinery development have tried the 

IRRI threshers· but found them unacceptable for the same reasons in 

the Philippines. At the time of the visits they were fitting engines on 

pedal type wire loop threshers. They also were testing a prototype 

model of a thresher they developed with a straw walker. similar to 

American designs. The Thais have a good mechlnical aptitude, and 

they could probably work out their version of the Cotabato version of 

the double drum thresher. Since they have successfully introduced 

the 2-wheel tractors on their farms. the double drum thresher which 

is driven from the power take- off of the tractor is a logical machine 

to try out. 
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Malaysia 

The three rice areas of Malaysia, the lower West Coast., the 

Upper West Coast. and the East Cost have different rainfall patterns. 

Generally, one of their crops is harvested during the rainy months. 

In either of the crops field threshing is done right away. The rice 

straw is beated. against the wooden rack in a tub, or against the sides 

of a wooden trapezoidal box that is moved around the field. The same 

problems of the wet crop is e:i,.rperienced as in the Philippines. In the 

Upper West Coast in the State of Kedah, where the MUDA irrigation 

project has been completed, the Malaysian .Agricultural Development 

Authority has the responsibility over production which includes harvest-

ing, farm drying, and small scale milling by farmers. During the 

briefing. it was mentioned that they had now an engineering division 

to look into the post production operations. Their activities included 

testing the suitability of 12 ft. combines - the Belgian Clayson, and a 

hout of other tractors, combines, threshers. and other rice equipment 

of European or Japanese origin. An acute labor shortage to harvest 

the crop bad developed as a result of the rise of many industrial plants 

in the free-trade zone in Penang island. There is an urgency to 

mechanize therefore their production and harvesting operations. 

'I 
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Indonesia 

The harvest seasons are March to May and September to 

November. The rainy months are from October to April. Both crops 

therefore are partly caught by the rains. .Harvesting and threshing by 

machines are currently being tried out. It is estimated by the Indonesian 
·--,,; 

agricultural officials that about 40% of their crop is still harvested as 

stalk paddy using a small knife, the method call "ani-ani". The other 

forty percent uses the more common flailing after cutting the stalk. 

The 40% roughly represents the old varieties and the 60% of the new high 

yielding varieties of PB5, PB8 (IR5 & IR8), and si-ampat (C-4). Stalk 

paddy is cut about 5" below the panicle and bundled about 3 inches di a-

meter. The new HYV's are not handled as stalk paddy as they shatter 

easily. 

Stalk paddy at the time of harvest has a grain moisture of about 

20-25%. 'I'he bundles are dried under the sun for a day when the sun 

is cooperative and then hauled to the villages. At this time the grain 

moisture would be about 18-20%. Another day of drying would bring it 
< ::> 

down to 14-1.5%, after which it is stored in open sheds, or in the open 

in pyramidical shape until they are brought inside the mills. The yard 

stacks, are arranged with the grain panicle towards the outside, so that 

if it rains the water would flow over them without soaking in as in a 

grass roof. It is guessed that this practice persists because such a 

method eliminates the need for gunny bag containers and storage sheds. 
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It is transported on the shoulder.s by bamboo poles, or over the handle 

bars and frames of bicycles. It is stored in open stacks. BULOG 

estimates about 17-lBo/~ loss in this method of harvesting and handling. 

It is known that dried gra5.11 exposed to !J.ura:td atmospheres, 

r_1uch more with &ctual rewetting. causes internal fissuring of the grain 

which breaks in milling. The percent damage due to this method is 

unestimated. It was however observed that out-turn of mills milling 

stalk paddy exhibited a white chalky or powdery surface with an extre1nely 

high percentage of brokens. It is however acknowledged that field 

threshing and proper drying,, and storage would reduce losses and 

improve milling quality. 
. r 

There are current efforts at introducing threshers. At a 

Ministry of Agriculture operated fa.rm in Tami MaKn1ur, under a bila-

teral ag.~ eement w:ith the Government of Japang several Japanese equip-

ment including Japanese combines. double drum thresher, pedal 

thres11crs were beh1g introduced to the surrounding cooperating farn1ers. 

Also the BULOG ha8 undertaken the modification of the Japanese drum 

thresher and manufactured several units for distl"ibution to the BUUD's. 

The utility of these models have still to be proven • 

Drying the harvested crop during inclement weather,. or rather 

the inability to dry causes much of the physical losses due to rotting and 

a~ economic loss as result of the down grading of the milling quality due 

- . ~ ~·· ....... ,~·, .... ·-·~' -._,_ ... ,..,. ··~~.-·~·•#"'-' ...... 
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to high breakage, discoloration due to fermentation and heat damage. 

It is also a potentfa.l hazard to h~alth that he.~ not been evaluated due 

to molding and possible aflatoxin contamination. Inappropriate drying 

facilitate and/ or improper operatkin, is the cause of many problems. 

·rhe former is blamed by owners. and the later by s uppliersG Many 

times it is a combination of both. 

The commE.~rcial grain driers used throughout the world. uses 

forced convection with heated or natural ambient air depending on the 

climate. They are basically either batch type in deep beds or shallow 

beds. static or recirculated for mixing purposes; or they may be the 

continuous fl.ow type intended for multistage drying and tharefore 

provided with tempering bins. Variations are in the physical features 

of the design of the grain holding bin and how air is introduced nnd · 

exhausted. and on operating characteristics, e. g& air flow volume to 

grain ratio and drying air temperature w:bich influence rate of drying 

and qm1l1ty of product. It is not often recognized that there is a big 

difference in drier designs and operation for different types of grains. 

In some casE:s drying units may have the flexibility or operating range 

to be adopted for grains other ths.n what they were intended for. 

Drying of rice using heated air in a forced convection system 

· is much more critical than other grains. The grain is very sensitive 

to thermal stresses, that induces fissuring and high percentage of 

brokens when milled·. High temperature associated with low ab,• volumes 
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which ct.Jes remove surface moisture rapidly results in poor yield and 

head grain recovery. The same rate of drying can be effected without 

loss in yield and head grain by using lower temperatures but higher wet 

bulb depressions. This in effect has a higher vapor preasure differentiol. 

The vapor pressure differential bei11g the driving potential in the mass 

transfer phenomena. This theoretical aspect is be-labored here as a 

basis for commenting on the many inappropriate drying facilities and 

improper operational procedures observed during the survey. It gene-

rally is understood that rice drying must not damage the milling 

quality of the grain, and when it does corrective measures have to done 

but can only be done intelligently, if the principles are well understood. 

The selection ·of the type of drying equipment and auxilliary 

facilities must also take into consideration that paddy is a very abrasive 

materia~ that wears out paper thin 16 gauge metal in a months time. 

The time limitations to dry the grain from very high moisture contents, 

and the peak volumes to be handled during the hZ:.trvest season must also 

be taken into account. 

It has been observed that continuous-flow dryers, designed to 

dry the grain in stages and therefore requires tempering bins, are used 

improperly in the engineering sense. They are often erected without 

the tempering bins, and used with higher operating temperature for 

1-pass drying. This of course results in a high percentage of broken 

grains. It has been argued that at the peak of the harvest season, 
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capacity is required to save the crop, and that this procedure is more 

economic. It is further suggested that the local market does not place 

a premium price on high head grain and that the rice industry is not 

producing for export. This arguement is of course in gross error. 

A continuous flow drier operated as designed to dry in stages has about 

1/4 to 1/3 net drying time compared to continuous drying in 1-pass, and 

therefore 3 to 4 times more drying capacity. The high percentage of 

brokens is correlated and inversely to total milling yields. High per-

centage brokens equals low milling.recovery. The gross result.is 

therefore very uneconomic. 

Other radically different type of driers are in the process of 

development. A high temperature drier using radiant energy from 

infra-red burners developed at Lousiana State University was tried out 

in Malaysia but never progressed. An FAQ officer in Malaysia (MARDI) 

was interes.ted in dielectric heating in a high frequency electromagnetic 
·~ 

field •. This concept had been tried at LSU, and discarded as not 

practical. At MARDI they were also entertaining the idea of drying by 

absorption with silica gel. The IRJU has been working on drying by 

conduction heating using preheated s.and mixed with the grain. The grain 

was steamed in its own moisture and the process has turned out to be 

more of parboiling than drying. Commercial application of this process 
I~ 

does not seem likely in Asia. Convection drying is still the cheapest 

and the simplest. 
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Sundrying of rice in the four Asian countries is still the pre-

dominant praciice, whenever tho aun s.bi..nes ~ven if heated-a:i.r dryers 

are available. ThE; most common argl1me.::its given are that sundrying 

is chenper, or that the milling qw1lity J.S better with st1.ndryi11g, or 

that their a:r-tific:h~l dryers do not have the necesso.ry capacity. Th~se 

argt.m.nents 1nay or may not be valid. but the fact remains that with 

double cropping :i.n the countries of the PhiJ.ippines, Malaysia, and 

Indonesia. it is imperative to use artificial driers if the full value of 

the rainy season c~cop is to be realized. On:ty Thai.land does not have 

a drying problem. Only about 4% of their production is rainad out and 

is considered manageable. 

Th P' ··i· . --:....:.~~}::l_l,?.£lllC2_ 

!t has been said that every conceivable type of grain drier,, 

American,, Ellrop·~an, Japanese or local desigmJ can be found in the 

Philippines. Government agencies have b~en tha biggest buyer of 

·imported driers. They are int-anded for government corporations 

engaged in the rice industry, in procure1nent for buffer stocks,, for 

demonstration by extension agencies,, for government sponsored 

farmer cooperatives,. and for the private sector on long term repayment 

ar·rangerneni:s. These governmental effort have yielded negative results. 

All of these facili-::ies are non-operational, were never used extensively,. 

and have been abandoned in many cases. Some were nev<:ir even 

installed,. or removed from their crates. The critical need for rice 

'I 
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drie:t•s has long been realized. Last year the National Grains 

Authority embnrkDd on an amb:i.ti.ous progran1 to rehab~.litate the facil-

ities they inherited from their predecessors. They are considering 

buying some mere new ones. 

Large millers in the private sector have a.!Do invested in rice 

dryers. Their performance have been less than satisfactory. 

Insp:Ue of the recognized need. the acceptance and usa.ge of 

driers hus not increased to meet the required capability-. The following 

observatious and conclusions are formed. 

1. The acquisition cost of :i.mported models and even local 

versions are outrageously high. A batch type recirculating u:nit with 

3 tons capacity par 8 hours, excluding the power unH was being marketed 

for 9, 000 U. S. doUs.rs. 

2. The indescriminate certificatio:1 by visiting experts of many 

models, and the:i.r subsequent t.:ms::rt:icfactory per~ortna.nce has inhibited 

the mnrket. 

3 •. Lack of technical know-how in operation that has resulted 

in inefficient operations and poo1· milling results of the dried grai.n. 

4. Incompatible capaci•;fas of driers with the other processing 

equipment. 

The case of high-investment-integrated-rice-centrals is 

dHferent. Their problems are: 

' i 
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1. Their driers bave large capaciti.es but cannot cope-up 

with the many diff~re11t varieti.es and grades received at the drying 

phmt. 

2. The delay in bringing in the harveni.ed grain because of 

harvesting. threshing. and transport limitations,. nullifies their 

advantage of l.aving a large dryer. Usually the grain has suffered a 

loss in quality wh011 it reacnes the plant. 

3. Improper operation due to lack of technically tr.ained 

persomiel results in poor efficiencies. 

These fo:t0grated plants and t..lieir high capital and overhead costs are 

made to appear reasonable in view of projected higher yielda and better 

quality milled rice. Their machinery are purported to be the most 

sophisticated a:vailable in the market, according to their financiers who 

are aJ.sJ selling the equipment. The increased margins due to over-all 

increased efficiencies are some how illusions. The difficulties in 

operation which are interlocking problems in management. finances 

for procurement. equipment limitations. unreliability of raw material 

(padi) supply of the volume and grade desil•ed,. controlled price policies 

both for padi and milled rice. lack of technical know-how. puts the 

company in no better positio11 than the family run Ch:tnese rice mill. 

A modest concept in view of the foregoing situation has been 

developed to promote the use of rice driers to save the grain. It is 

merely the introduction of a very low cost batch type farm drier that 
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farmers or village craftsmen can build from locally available off-the 

shelves materials. The use requires the minimum of fuss and should 

not damage the milling quality or viability of the grain. The concept 

is also to move the drying from the storage or milling plants to the 

farms. This is an attempt to solve the time delay between harvest 

and drying. These farm units are not intended to eliminate plant 

drying but merely to complement them. At the peak of the harvest 

season when the grain is very wet, 26% moisture, the farm driers 

c an extract the first 8% to arrest the biological deterioration of the 

grain. At 18%, the grain may take 2 or 3 days to reach the plant 

where a final pass to the desired storage and milling level of 13-14% 

maybe done. This concept has been tried in two farmer cooperators 

and with a rice central, and appears to be workable. 

The engineering design is not new. The .Japanese have their 

box driers. The IRR! has a similar model but are intended for mass 

production by manufacturers and marketed like transistor radios. 

The farm-drying concept differs in that construction is to be done at 

the rural level without industrial shop equipment. Its introduction is 

at the farm level, right on the rice farm. Its manner of acquisition 

if introduced in farmer coops must be built-in in their farm budgets. 

Their initial operation must be closely supervised by trained. techni-

c ians. A follow-up service must be provided. Its introduction must 

be pragmatic, well conceived, and taldng into account the social. 

cultural, economic, and teclmical implications. 

i 
I __, 
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This concept has not mer:i.t~d consideration at national levels, 

and rnost probably will rematn a concept. While the drier has proved 

itself quite popular primarily because of its low cost ($500. 00} and 

simplicity, inappropriate application e:..nd cperatfon wiJJ. cause un-

satisfactory results. 

The government of Malaysia through its Pa.di and Rice 

Marketing Board (LPN) has responded to the increased harvest during 

the monsoon season by building drying complexes, some are integrated 

with rice mills. Some 26 have been completed with others still under 

const::·uction. A typical LPN drying complex includes a warehouse 

for receiving wet padi, a drying plant, a bulk storage plant, a control 

room .. a grading laborato~J., and an administrative bu:i.lding. Except 

for one Nort..11 American Aeroglide (there could be more than one) all 

the drying plants visited were supplied by East Asiatic Co. Ltd. 

representing Cimbria Driers from Denmark. The Cimbria drier is 

of the LSU type but with an exhE;.ust manifold and auxiliary exhausters. 

The materials handling system uses bucket elevators, drag chain 

conveyors,, and cupped belt conveyors. Operation of drier, and valves 

of the conveying sys tern are centrally controlled on a panel. The 

design, and instaJlation appears to be well engineered. 

The driers have a rated flow rate of 20 tons per hour (padi 

intake capacity) and a batch capacity of 21 tons. It is operated normally 

. , 
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at 55°C (131°F). The drier extracts 3-4% when the grain moisture is 

above 20%, and 2-3%, when the grain moistur·e is below 18o/o. The tem-

pering periods are 8 to 10 hours. These operational data appear normal, 

although not known if optimum. The rt..cords of rn.illin.g yields and head 

grain were good. Discussions with their engineers and operating 

teclmicians indicated very good knowledge of the mechanical functions 

of their machinery, 

Operational problems that have become apparent after their 

first season of operation are being corrected :in succeeding installatio11s. 

Among these are increasing their hopper intake capacities, and removing 

aeration blowers in tempering bins. There was some slight confusion 

here which I confirmed with the designers. The bins with aeration 

blowers are for pre-storage of wet padi, and the bius without aerators 

were intended for tempering. In some instances they were using it 

the other way arou.nd. Other problcr.L1.S were the inefficiency of pre-

cleaners for wet paddy, and the inability to pass grain from tempering 

bins through pre-cleaners during succeeding drying stages if wet paddy 

was being loaded into pre-storage bins simultaneously, These opera-

tional procedure requires an extra grain cleaner, as the grain going 

to bulk storage wa.S extremely dirty. This dirty grain would cause 

blind spots in aeration in storage and could cause heating or an infest-

ation source for prolonged storage. 
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The major problem was inspite of the large intake capacity 

of 20 tons per hour, at the peak of the harvest season there was a 

backlog of wet grain. The wet grain usually suffered heat damage. 

These are symptoms of improper plant management, if not out-right 

under capacity. In situations like this, they would decide to save the 

dryer grain, and leave the really wet grain to spoil. This operating 

policy is questionable. The drier grain would have a lower respiration 

rate. and it may be better to arrest bio-deterioration of wet grain by 

one pass through dryer. It maybe that they need bigger tempering bin 

capacities. Larger capacity dryers are a dilemma since they find it 

cheaper to sun dry the summer crop and so the dryers are used only 

3-4 months a year. This question require an economic analysis. 

A weigh-bridge is available for incoming wet paddy, but no 

inflow auto-weighers are in the system for purposes of inventory 

control., Inventory control therefore is based on wet-weight converted 

to equivalent dry weight after moisture is n1easured. and dry weight 

out of plant. 

The government drying complexes are to serve only the pro-

curement program of LPN for their buffer stock. Private sector has 

invested in driers but quite timidly. It was understood. that this was 

primarily due l;o unsatisfactory utilization. Their main complaint 

was the color and high percentage of brokens. botb are indications of 

improper df!sign or operation. The greatest 

'I 
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asset of a dryer over stm.drying i.s complete independence from the 

vagaries of weather, and the ability to control the parameters affecting 

drying as it affects milling properties. Heated air drying when done 

properly is s uperfor to s undrying and s~1ould give higher yields and 

l:ead grain recovery. 

The large investments in these drying modern complexes have 

irrev·ocably set the stage for modernizing their rice industry. It is not 

known what volume of production will be channeled through this com-

plexes but is estimated to be a large percentage. For continlled full 

utilization of these complexes, the industry particularly production 

schedules) will have to be programmed and linkages established. 

Government controls much of production inputs such as credit,, water, 

fertilizer, and pl'Jst control chemicals and also price policies, and 

t.i.'1.erefore such linkages should not be difficult to establish. If 

operation of ther:c complexes ara efficient resulting in higher milling 

yields of better quality, then private sector to survive will have to 

modernize. As self sufficiency is attained, even a modest surplus in 

the market which always results in lower milled rice prices, the 

consumers will start demanding better quality milled rice. It is noted 

that in LPN's objectives of protecting the rice producing farmers and 

the consumers, the processors are in a squeeze. The government 

complexes are content at breaking even and maybe even prepared to 

,. suffer a loss, as a .form of subsidy in a crisis, which the private 
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process:i.ng sector cannot do. On8 pr:i.nciple i.n industrial management 

in recalled .hare, and that is th~t responsible business does not exist 

merely to make profits bnt inust serve society to exist. The rice 

processing oector serves a very v.seft...: functfon in bringing the rice 

trom ths farms to the consumers. 

Indor.LZ:flia 

The governmental strategy in introducing dryers is through 

the BUUD at the village level. The BUUD concept integrates production 

with processing. Indonesia has been the wifortunate victim of economic 

exploitation, and improper advising. It acquired 700 batch-rec:i.rcu-

lating dryers from Japan and 80 Kongskilde batch dryers from Denmark, 

both on gov·ernmental arrangements. Not a single unit of the 700 are 

fwictional, and all of the Kongskllde units visited were nc•t being used. 

An after ... "lpt at an integrated complex was halted at the 

foundation stage in Krawang, West Java. It consists of a thresh.i.ng 

plant for s~alk paddy, a11 American continuous flow dryer with tem-

pering bins, 2 corrugated sheet metal silos~ and a Japanese Yanmar 

1 .. ton per hour mill. It looked like all the components were in the 

wc:i.rehouse, but that some difficulties arose in the financing. The 

US.AID handEJhake trade mark was stamped on the American equip-

ment. This is a pity. for the complex is in the middle of a vast rice 

· growing area that is fully irrigated. 

'I 
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The BULOG is now salvaging what it can of the Japanese 

driers. R·~habilitating the blower-burne:r ass~rnbly, a.nd cutting up the 

body, they are reconstructing it into a farm type sha.llow··bed drier. 

They were in the process of manufacturing l.OO units, scme of which 

have been located in the BUUD compounds. The BUUD's have not had 

a cha11ce to use them. 

Some not·.~s on this remodeled driers. It is estimated that the ........J 

blowers were w1der-rated for the grain boxes which will necessistate 

periodic mixing of the grain to obta:i.n uniform drying. The Japant:se 
i 

burners are quite inaccessible for cleaning.I> which should be done --...J 

daily. When the ports for the primary air are clogged, incomplete 

co1nbustion will occur and the grain is contaminated with the unburned 

kerosene vapor. The smell persists even after milling and is discerni-

ble in th~ cooked :dee - which is of course objectionable. It was J 
s ugges·~ed that after they had exhausted the rehabilitation of the 

Japanese driers that they try the original version the U. P. Los Bailos 
I 

design,, from which they patterned their design. It was suggested that J 
IDRC may want to facilitate sending them a prototype model. These l 

........J 

flat bed drier, it maybe pointed out again, were designed for on the ' 

farm drying to service 30 to 50 hectares. The BUUD's have it in their 
' l 

villages and considering that a BUUD has some 600 to 2000 hectares, 
·~, 

one unit may cause more problems. Since this unit uses a pre-

manufactured blower-burner assembly, there is no way for them to 

build it on their own unlike the u. P. Los Bai"'ios design • 

.... - --- ---.- ··-· .. __,.. ..... -...... --·~ . ..-- ........ , ,_. --~ .. ~··~-- - --··· '"' - - --~ -.. -- -
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In another BUUD visited, their drying unit was a take-off from 

the design published in the rice production manual.. and coupled to a 

French "Law" blO\ver-burner unH. This is a step above the box drier 

in that it is a larger model which uses a double compartlnent, to allow 

some tempering, and to minimize down time due to loading and unloading. 

The first unit was designed in 1958 for a corn farmer in the Philippines, 

and since then the owner has been using it for rice, and to this date is 

still used 6 months a year. The implication is that if used properly, it 

is a good design. 

At the Tambun compound of the BULOG an LSU prototype model 

was constructed but had not been tried. Design shortcomings were 

pointed out such as the lack of a garner bin at the top to seal the air, 

and unloading device to control flow-rate. At the Tami-Makmur farm 

several Japanese Yarunar recirculating dryers similar to the 700 were 

being demonstrated by a Japanese team. 

Indonesia is on a "save the grain campaign" wherein the key 

facilities needed are good threshers, and driers. Research and 

development work has to be upgraded and intensified. The research 

· capability of their staff must be cleveloped through attendance in an 

intensive training program or apprenticeship. A more pragmatic 

approach must be developed for the introduction of their innovations 

at the farm level. They are gaining ground in convincing farmers to 

'I 
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switch from stalk paddy to the more conventional ways, but the 

alternative must be convincingly better. 

C. Rice Milli.!!f! 

The unit components in rice milling are: the cleaner, stoner, 

auto-weigher, padi-grader, huller, husk aspirator and sieve, padi 

and brown dee separator, return huller, whitener, polisher or refiner, 

grader, blender, packaging, small brokens and bran separator, cyclone 

collectors, and conveying system. Not all rice ·mills incorpo11 ate all 

these components, others combine two or more operations in one unit. 

The basic difference in what may be called the traditional mills and 

modern mill~ are in the huller, separator, and whiteners. The 

traditional mills use the over-run or under-r1.m emery-stone disk 

hullers and modern mills use rubber-roll huskers. The traditional 

mills use compartment-type shaker separators and modern mills use 

oscillating specific gravity indented plate separators. The traditional 

mills use vertical cone emery-stone-coated with rubber brakes 

whiteners,. and modern mills m::e horizontal air cooled friction whiteners. 

The latter may be an emery stone coated cylinder or a ribbed steel 

. shaft. There is divided opinion 1n which type of technology or system 

is better. Combinations are emP,loyed. 
I 

It is generally acknowled~ed that rubber-roll huskers induce 

less breakage. but that cast of mbling is higher with rubber rollers. 
! 
I 

Due to the abrasive nature of the/ rice hull, the rubber surface wears 
I 
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out fast. The acutal service life varier.; from about 40 tons to 100 tons 

per roller. 'I'he price of one rubber rcller in Malaysia i.s alJout U.S. 

$15. 00 and U.S. $20. 00 in the Phllippines. The m:i.lfors also claim 

more mechanical breakdown in th(-;} ruboer roller huokers. Economic 

conclusions cannot be derived from purely an intuitive analysis. The 

cost of milling is critically affected by fixed and operating costs and 

actual operationaJ. throughput relativi:i to rated capacity and also the 

· overall efficiency of the entire plant. It can be shown that under a set 

of conditions, inspite of the high maintenance cost of replacing the 

·worn ·out rubber rolls, it is possible to still have a lower milling cost. 

The- primary determinant however is that the engineering technology of 

·the :rubber roll huskers has not been perfected and therefore in many. 

·instances causes operational delnys due to frequent breakdowns. On 

the oth<clr hand, some rice mill ex.perts claim that a padi grader that 
. . 

separates different size grain will improve performance of the stone-

disk hulle1·s. oth0rn recommend using a return huller for the p'acli· from 

the ·separator to improve performance of stone-disk hullers. The 

latter is based on the premise that the unhulled grain passing the main 

husker· are smalier physically. 

' · ·Experienced millers have notMng good to say with the specific 

,. gravity-indented plates separators. A big rice miller in Australia 

has returned to the compartment shakers. It is a personal experience 

that the specific gravity separators are very sensitive to grain moisture 
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contents. When batches of different initial moisture contents get 

mixed, dried, and without te1npering hi storage and are milled directly, 

the padi and brown rice are noto-riously difficult to separate. 

There is 21.so quite a var:i.~mce vn the empirical observation 

, regarding performance of vertical cone polishers compared to the 

horizontal jet pearlers. It is claimed that the horizontal jet pearlers 

work vv:ell for the short round Japonica varieties but not as well with the 

mediw.n and lor.g grain varieties such as the HYV' s. 

A thl.~d type of rice mills combines the hulling and whitening 

process ln a single operation and then drops it into a polishing com-

partment. This mill is known as a planter's mill, Engleberg huller, 

or one-pass miJ.l, and in the Philippines a ki~_kisan. It is commonly 

used in the villages for custom milling for home consumption, It is 

notoricus for breaking the grain. Head grain recoveries are low, in 

the order of 35% of milled rice. Total recoveries are generally much 

lower about 60% hut in some units special sifters are employed to 

recover the small brokens that mix :wiih the bran to improve recoveries. 

The popularity of the unit comes from its low cost, compactness. and 

ruggedness. In the rural areas they particularly like the fact that the 

rice hull is crushed and mi xedwith the bran which is used for livestock 

feed. The hull may not have nutritive value but provides body to the 

feed. 
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The P!rllippines 

All these different types of rice mills and their combinations 

·are used i:q the country. The traditional mills locally called "cono 

mills" are manufactured in the country". Sizes with capacities from 

1/2 ton per hour to 4 TPH are available. A typical installation of a 

2 TPH capacity would have a stone-disk husker and a. 2 stage cone 

polisher. Small broken grains are recovered from the husk aspirator 

sifter, from the bra:q, and from the polishers. Graders for sizing 

the milled rice are not employed. Recoveries are high, 65 to 68% total 

yields with 70% broken grains from good quality paddy. These mills 

are the central unit, they may or may not be associated with a dryer 

or any large capacity warehouse. Business is derived by year round 

procur~ment of paddy from middle men worklng on commission .• proces-

sing it, and selling the milled rice to wholesalers. Practically all of 

the rice that enters the trade are milled in these cono rice mills. 

A few int,~grated co1nplexes of recent vlntage use the "modern" 

rubber-roll huskers and horizontal whiteners. Some of these com-

plexes have not been operating lately due to financial, paddy supply, 

and management difficulties. While they have the latest in rice milling 

technology, most were operating under capacity, and plant efficiencies 

were very poor. It is questionable whether the quality of the plant 

turn-outs were any be better than the traditional mills. 

, I 
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It is estimated that 55% of the milling capacity of the country 

is done by the "kiskisan" mills. This mills have a capacity of 1/2 

ton per hour. Because of the poor milling recoveries, government 

has discouraged its use. but with little success. There is yet no 

alternative that can compare to its low cost. simplicity, and low 

maintenance cost. The 1-TPH Japanese rubber roll t:1ill with a 

single horizontal whitener were introduce to farmer cooperatives to 

replace the "kiskisan" but failed. The performance was just as poor 

and replacement rollers were not available. Because of the large 

number of ldskisan mills,· its improvement or replacement with a 

suitable mill means more milled rice from the paddy harvested. 

Thailand 

It was rather difficult to study the rice mHling industry of 

Thailand as it is pretty well dominated by private sectors. It was 

gathered however, that they have an excess milling capacity. The 

· rice mill capacities range fro:m 5 to 100 tons per day. There are 

about 30, 000 mills throughout the country with a processing capacities 

of more than 90, 000 tons per day. The mills that process for export 

are of the traditional type, using a battery of under-run stone disk 

hullers, and 2 stages of vertical cone polishers plus leather strap 

polishers. One mill visited, had provisions for a rubber roll return 

huller but was not used at the time. The use of rubber roll huskers 

was being encouraged by the government. The export market requires 
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the grading of rice. Th,e commercial mills are therefore provided 

with plan-sifters and indented cyl:i.ndrical tr·ieurs for sizing the grain. 

Visual imipection of the mill out··turn indicated uniform polish 

and hig!1 head grain. The miller ack..'1o..vledg£rl m:Ul recc•v-erics of 

~~ -66%. and head grain as high as 70%. 

The Kamol Ltd. complex had the following operations which is 

understood to be typical of Thai milling complexes. The mill is 

located. beside the Chao-Phaya river. and rece:i.ves its grain in river 

boats. The grain i.s handled in bulk. From the boat. the grain is 

loaded by a portable belt conveyor to a dump truck that dumps it into· 

. the .bulk storage godowns. The excess grain is piled in the open court 

yard. At the reception a receiving clerk samples the grain,,. and by 

mesns of a laboratory mill determines the grade of the paddy. "£he 

grain s~ored in the go downs is used for raw milling. The grain stored 

in the open yard goes into the soaking tanks, which later 011 'is stea1ned 

to parboil it. dried in an LSU drier. and then m:tlled. The parboiled 

milled rice is intended for export to countries like Bangladesh. The 

rice hull is burned to generate steam for the drier and stea~ engine 

that drives t.lie rice mill. Milling for home consumption is also done 

using the Engleberg type mills. The statistic on the number of these 

mills was not available, but the Rice Ministry is concerned. They 

were wor~ng on a prototype mi1ls intended to replace this one-pass 

hullers. One modf-~l they were working on was a centrifugal huller. 
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The principle of thts mill is to hull the grain by impulse sheari.ng as 

it is thrown agair:.st a rubber surface by centrifugal act.ion. This work 

indicated some potential. 

The r:i.ce milling industry according to an FAQ survey by 

U 'l'het Zin in 1969 indicated ample m:i.lling capacity to take care of 

production. Tha three basic type of mills are found in the countl·y. 

The s~me report gives the following statistical distribution. 
i 

'--' 
:=.=-:=.-:::.:=.=::-...==:=:-~---~~-=-=-,..:::._.-==..-·---.-===-...::...~:= 

Penang & .Approx. 
Type of Rice Mill Kedah : Perlis . Wellesley Capacity . 

(Percent of the Total Units) Toi1 per Hour 

Planter's Mill 33.33 42.19 62. 04 1/2 

Japanese (Rubber-
roll) sre.Hll capuc~ty 48. 65 43.75 13.88 1/2 ~" 

Traditional (small 
capacity) 5. 71 6. 25 6.48 2 

Traditional (medium i 

large capacity) 12. 31 7. 81 17. 60 4-8 
,__, 

--
1 OOo/o 100% 100% I 

-,) 

-- .. , __ -- ------- -·- - ___ ____, 

These data i_ndicates that a substantial amount of padi is still 

milled by the small inefficient Planter's Mill. 

The Japanese small capacity rubber-roll mills mostly of 

Yanmar and Kyowa brands have been modified. The earlier models 
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of thes~ mills use a one-stage vertical-cone polisher but without the 

rubber brakes. but uses a we:ight controlled gate at the discharge to 

control the degree of whiterJ.ng. Th:i.s type did not give a uniform 

polish on the medium and long gra:b va ... ietie.s. Of the m:m.s visited. 

they had replaced them with locally manufactured cone polishers with 

the rub4er brakes. 

Most of the commercial mills have replaced their stone-disk 

huskers with Yanmar or Kyowa rubber roll huskers, an ackuowledge-

ment of the rubber-roll's better performance. The compartment 

shakers and cone polishers are retained. The earlier LPN mills use 

the traditional type mills of Schule from Germany. Some still employ 

the ston.:i-disk, but the newer ones use rubber rolls. Designs on the 

drawing board will marry the best of foreign made compo11ents with 

locally rnanllfactured compone:its such as pre-cleaners and whiteners. 

One other feature i.n Malaysian mills is their use of a sieve 

"s·cavengers" to recover small grajn cM.ps frcr.a. the husk. In some 

countries one would see women and children scavenging from rice husk 

piles for the brokens which is qaite ample, pai."ticularly if the padi is 

prone to break or if the huskers are not properly adjusted • 

. It was also noted that the belt driven Satake rice hullers were 

. not found in· the places visited. There seems to be preference for the 

gear.driven Kyowa huskers. Also the Kyowa rubber roll surface is 

factory mounted on the rim, and replacement of the roll is akin to 
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cha11ging tires in· a car. The Sataks rolls are mounted on a second 

metal rim that has to be slipped on the main rim and hub. It is our 

experience that frequently the slippi.ug of the roll on the main rim 

because of a key way is not cent.rk. ':::'here is a chance for improper 

mounting which causes improper performance due to wobbling and 

eventually a bent shaft, and a crackr;id housing. 

In general the milling capability of Malaysia is good. The 

poor quality miU.ed rice coming out of the mills are not of the mill 

but more of poor quality padi reaching the rice mill. 

Indonesia 

It is estimated that there are about 20, 000 units of.the 

Engleberg type rice mill, 6 to 7, 000 units of the Japanese husker and 

. using the Engleberg as a polisher, and some 1, 000 units of larger 

. traditional rice mills. 

Some of the traditional m:Hls are old old mills some built~ as 

early as 1917, but are still operating. The stone disk huskers of 

some, have been replaced with Kyowa/Yanmar rubber roll huskers. 

. These old mills use their rice hull for generating steam for their 

stean;i engines. Because of the practice of handling grain in stalk 

paddy. the rice m:ills incorporate a thresher, and cleaner before the 

husking process. Since the plant input is stalk paddy there is no way 

of assessing the milling recovery from clean threshed padi. A close 

visual inspection of the out-turn Qf the old x:nills indicated non-
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uniformity in poEshing, a poss:i.bHity that their cone polishers were 

out of adjuGtment. In one plant) and this is r..ot uncom::.non~ the 

milling complex includes a papE:::r rn.aking plant from the rice straw. 

One plant visited using a Japanf:l1e hus'~er v.:rJ.th ::m EngJebe:r.g pc.iHsher 

indicated severe milling damage. This was prcbably b:~cril!Sc, a 

huol~er n.:rmally hulls only 80% of the padi. Since they do not employ 

a padi-brown rice separator, the polisher had to be tightened-up to 

take care of hulling and polishing the 20% padi that is mixed with the 

brown rice. 

The government through the Ministry of Agriculture and the 

BULOG are introducing small Japanese m:i.lls for the farmer coopera-

tivas .. the BUUDs. Two levels of milling sophistication were found. 

On8 - the very simple roll-husker and a one stage horizontal whitener-

poUshc>r. The ol:ber incorporates a separator, and a two stage 

whitener. The concept of incorporating milling as part of the· activity 

of th0 BUUD is an enlightened one in that it al:!.:::iws the farmer to 

pa!'.ticipate in the profits of milling, his prcduce. It is their concept 

to start with the very very simple mill to acqu P:i.nt the farmers with 

the technology of milling. There is however a problem here. The 

very very simple Japanese mill performance may not be better than 

the Engleberg huller, ·may even be less durable. In the event of an 

unsatisfactory experience this will be a severe set-back to the program. 

There needs to be a quick engine,ering and economic evaluation of the 

, ~ I 
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approp:date small mHling tec.hnol.'.:'gy thai: should be used in this 

BUUDs. 

111 one of th9 b:riefing session.a, it was p·::'.nted oL'lt by a member 

of PERPADI, the federation of rice mil:l.era thai: tho country has the 

rice manufacturing capability. Some outfits were already manufact-

uring the traditioi1al mills before the J.aot world war, but that govern-

ment policy of imp0rting rice mills has kiJJ.ed the ?'ice mill manufacturing 

industry. Of course, this may no·t have been by design. but because of 

the need for -capital to expand the nlillfr>g capabHity foreign foa11s had to 

be obtained. This is another example of financial assistance with 

strings attached to allow only purchase of forei.gn equipment. The 

assistance cancells itself when the imported technology does not work. 

It also kills local initiative, a11d leaves the government holding the bag, 

with their capability right back to square - one. 

D. Storage 

Rice is normally stored in its paddy form at a moisture content 

of 13-14% at ambient temperatures. In this form and state, the grain 

will keep for long periods of tin1e. In tropical Asia, where double 

cropping is feasible, paddy is usually stored only for 4 to 6 months • 

. The basic requirement~ of good storage practice are: first, a 

healthy clean and uniformly dried grain; and second, a storage structure 

that will maintain a suitable environment and pr.event insect and animal 

pests. The degree of sophistication of the storage structures is in the 
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conven1ence in moving the gl'ain in. ar:.d out of the storage, the facility 

storage, and whe·i;her there is a means for conditioning the stored 

grain. 

Storage losses aside from the physical loss due t<;> insect and 

animal infestation is the economic loss due to fungal de.teri.oration, 

due to quality downgrading as a result of color change, or a musty 

odor. A more serious hazard to heRlth are the mycotoxins found in 

the molded grains which are associated with beriberi or potent car-

cinogens. 

Rice being a hygroscopic material, its equilibriun1 moi3ture 

contr::nt depends on the environmental conditions of ·temperature and 

relative humidity. The hot and humid tropical climates would normRHy 

suppor: equilibrium moisture contents higher than the recognized safety 

storage moisture of 14% (wet basis). '!'his high humidity fosters fungB.1 

activity, higher rnspiratory rates, and insect infestation. .Actual 

physical and economic losses have not been quantified, but are gene-

rally admitted to be substantial. This unfavorable environmental 

conditions, the lack of appropriate facilities, the lack of experience 

in the practice of bulk grain storage in tropical climates, make grain 

storage one of the more critical problem areas. 

, I 
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The Ph!¥J?J?ines 

Paddy is stored in jute (or synthetic fibers) bags of 50 kg in 

flat warehouses. The bags are piled in a fashion to allow for con-

vection currents to flow to minim~.za h~atingn The wa:r.ehouses are 

"!lormally screened against rodents and birds. Fumigation to control 

insect infestation is not normally practiced except in government 

warehouses where buffer stocks are stored. 

' Increased production has led to the establishment of bulk 

storage units of every conceivable type as part of processing complexes. 

· ·in most all the bulk storage units, heating, caking, fermentation, ar.:.d 

insect infestation has occurred even for the short storage durations 

of three to four months. No pragmatic tests have been conducted to 

ascertain the cause of these storage losses. 

The traditional trading practice uses volumetric measure. .A 

cavan of paddy or milled rice is c1111l,ralent to 25 gantas or 75 liters. 

At 14% moisture~ a cavan of paddy would we!.gh 44 kg,. and a cavan of 

milled rice would weigh 5 6 kg. In~1entory recording was simply a 

matter of counting bags. The same volumetric meas.ure is carried on 

to the milling process, where millers perform custom milling. Two 

ca.vans of paddy is supposed to produce one cavan of milled rice. This 
56 x 100 -

is equivalent to ( 44 x 2 ) = 64% milling recovery and therefore very 

conve11ient. The modern bulk practice now requires weighing of the 

product. The weight is a function of moisture content and dockage. 
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The lack of accur<ite moisture meters,, or appropriate techniques of 

sampling and mea;:; urement has compHcated storage inventory control. 

Or perhaps the more sophisticated weight measurement has unmasked 

the sources of pilf~rages or deception 1n the traditional practices. 

t . 

Thailand 

Fadely is stored at the farm level i11 jute bags or in bamboo 

basketso Except for a certain percentage that is retained "for local 

consumption or tradd,, the grain is transported in bulk to bulk storage 

godowns. The godowns are flat warehouses with wooden partitions. 

One end of a room is opened the full width. and the loose grain is piled 

in or pushed in. In some instances inclined belt conveyors were used 

to facilitate loading. Withdrawing of grain for milling is done with 

wheel-barroiNs that scoops the gro:.i.n. No aeration nor fum:!.gation was 

rGport-ad to be pr:.:.cticed. The milled grain did not indicate heating,, 

but insect infastation was common in the p.odowns. 

Grain that is intended for export tc parboiled rice eating 

countries are stock piled in the yard open to the elements. The par-

boiling process would overcome any deterioration that would otherwise 

be evident in raw rice milling. 

Mal_aysia 

Paddy is stored either in bags or in bulk. Private warehouses 

store in bags in warehouses not much different to those in the Philippines 
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The government owned complexes ut:i.lize bulk zstore.ge systems. One 

type uses reinforced concrete boxes with galvanized iron roofi.ng. The 

boxes were provided with aeration systems. The other types we1·e 

the concrete siJ.os, which were still unrler cm.1Gt.ruction. The s:i.los 
• 

were not provided with aeration systems. It is therefore surmised 

that cooHng of.the grain would be done by turning of the grain from one 

silo .to another. 

The operators of the complex.es claim spoilage :in their bulk 

stc,rag~ box•;is, and were blaming inadequate or improper design of the 

aeratio.n system. It co~d also have been due to improper storage 

management. 

Indonesia --
Paddy is stored in the open as stalk paddy, in jute bags or 

unthreshed paddy in private warehouses, or in bulk in the "Lumbong" 

of the village cooperatives (BUUD). Storage using jute bags was not 

dominant. 

The nlumbong" is a structure made of wooven bamboo walls 

and flooring, and tile brick roofing, It has a normal looking dom."way. 

On the doorway paddy in jute bags dam the rice that is poured inside. 

Within a village several "lumbong" are found, each having a capacity 

of 10. tons. The lu: .. nbong is a un~que way of storing grain in bulk and 

using native materials. 

I 
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In a Thailand rice complex, when the storage godown is full, 
the rest of the stork is piled in the open yard. The grain is 
of course damaged, but this is parboiled for export to countries 
such as Bangladesh. The parboiling overcomes the grain damage 
due to £is suring. 



A storage godown in Thailand. The paddy is pushed into these 
boxes, and shovelled out when needed for rnilling. Storage pest 
control measures are not practiced, nor are there provisions 
for aeration. 



Threshing by trampling with a tractor and roller in Thailand. 



A rice hull furnace and boiler plant fo:r generating steam in 
Thailand. The steam is used for heating the drying air, for 
parboiling, and for generating power to drive the rice mills. 
Due to the energy crisis rice plants are shifting back to the 
rice hull as a source of energy. 



The dump truck is provided with steam pipes for parboiling 
the grain in Thailand. The shovel is for loading the trucks. 



A close -up of paddy grain that has been damaged by grain 
storage pests in the Philippines. 



The beginning of mechanized threshing in the Philippines o 



Grain drying and storage complexes in the Philippines with 
U .S .A. I. D. assistance. Grain stored here once was a total 
loss, and the complex has never been used again since 1958. 



Threshing on a platform in the Philippines. As the grain 
drops, the breeze blows away the empty chaff. 



A self propelled combine that has been adapted for stationary 
threshing and cleaning in the Philippines. These units work 
well for the dry summer crop but choke of the wet rainy season 
crop. 



Technicians from the University of the Philippines at Los 
Bafios teaching personnel of an industrial plant quality control 
procedures. 



Threshing by trampling with animals in the Philippines. 



A new scene in the rural landscape in the Philippines. An 
inexpensive farm type drier, after the threshing and winnowing, 
pre serves the grain milling quality. 



The summer crop in the Philippines are piled in field stacks 
to await the availability of a mechanical thresher. Grain 
moisture is from 16-18% at this stage. 



Personnel of the National Grains Authority of the Philippines 
led by their Administrator undergo training at the University 
at Los Bafios. 



Stalk paddy in Indonesia are stored in the open yards. The 
grain moisture is 14-15%, 



A bulk storage tank designed by the Indonesian engineers of 
the B ULOG. It is made from straight corrugated sheet metal 
sheets. 



Imported storage tanks being tried out by the BULOG engineers 
at their research center in Tambun, Indonesia. 



The Indonesian BULOG version of the farm type box drier. 
The blower, burner, and some of the body frames were 
salvaged from a Japanese recirculating drier brough earlier 
into the country. 



Drying of stalk-paddy under the sun in Indonesia. 



Indonesian women separating stones from the milled rice. 



Stalk paddy transported from the fields after harvest in 
Indonesia. 



Some of the small- capacity Japanese type rice mills being tried 
out by the Indonesian engineers of BULOG. They are intended 
for use by their cooperatives. 



A locally designed and manufactured LSU type 
drier by the author. The cost of such a unit 
is about one-third that of a comparable im-
ported unit from Japan or the United States. 





The new High Yielding Varieties have short dormancy period. 
The grains germinate when drying is delayed. 



The stones in the milled rice before the de- stoning work of 
the women. The stones are picked-up when the grain was 
spread on the ground for drying. 



A batch type drier manufactured by Kong skilde 
in Denrnark. These units have been introduced 
widely in Indonesia and the Philippines. 



Threshing by beating the straw against a bamboo slats. 



The schematic diagram of the batch type farm drier. This is 
intended for construction in the villages for on the farm drying. 



Rice-hull when not utilized becomes quickly a disposal problem. 



A typical rice complex of the Paddy and Marketing Authority 
of Malaysia. 



A concrete storage bin of one of the Malaysian complexes. 
The storage bin is provided with an aeration system. Severe 
grain damage was experienced in these storage bins. 



A 4 men threshing tub in Malaysia. The straw is beat against 
the side of the tub • 



Concrete storage silos of the Paddy and Rice 
Marketing Authority of Malaysia under cons-
truction. This is part of a rice complex that 
includes a rice drying plant and a milling plant. 



Paddy grain awaiting its turn at the drier. The grain came in 
wet, and because of the large volumes of grain coming in at the 
peak of the harvest season, the small capacity of the drying 
plant, and sun drying not feasible, these grain deteriorated at 
the pre-drying storage shed. The jute sacks rotted and the grain 
became severely fermented, molded, and heat discolored. 



A one-man threshing bucket in Malaysia. 



At a buying station in Malaysia, the rice bags are weighed 
in a beam balance. In other countries, rice trade is based 
on the volume measure. 
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At the TarnhWl area, BULOG er-gineers had built prototype 

models of bulk storage plants using pref•:>rmed galvanized corrugated 

sheet metal. They are circular affairs, and pro•.rided With mechanical 

conveyors and aeration system. Thes ... uni.ts E~re to be introduced in 

the BUUD's to replace the 'klumbong". 

IV. 'l'IJE PROBLEMS 

A. Production .l\s It Affects Processing 

1. There are still too many varieties plant0d, and there does 

not seem to be any relief from this situation in the immediate future. 

In a large capacity modern processing operations, there is a severe 

limitation on the number of different grades of padi that can be handled. 

Alternatives that may be studied are: 

a. Program rice production in areas sei·ving a processing 

plant. 

b. Mixing of different varieties of the same physical dimension 

and bio-chemical properties • 

c. Design the processing plan.t to enable it to accommodate 

several padi grades simulatanaously. 

d. Program plant operations to handle different padi grades 

- in coordination with harvesting. 

2. The fragmented land ownership results in several thousand 

farmers that a large capacity processing plant has to contend with. 

The relationship between the farmers and the processing plant has to 
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be estr.!.bl.tshed. Wb.nt is a viable a:1:rangem0nt? In the h~rd harsh 

business world, the beautiful social concepts to protec.t thi$ poor 

small farmer are hard to implement. In the re~.ationships between the 

sugar central and the planters GSEJoc:i.a~.ton 5.n. the Philippin9s there is 

a parallel. There is continuous har,glil'lg on what is ·an equitable 

business agreement. 

B. Har:~esti~ and Thresh!_.']$. . , ! 

1._ · Harves"i:ing, threshir..g and hauling of the 
0
crop from field to 

·the plants are still primitive·. There is. an urgency to mechanize this 

to. reduce field losses, particularly when there is a .lapor ,s)lortage and 

_harvesting is delayed. During the dry season crop there is the danger 

of moisture reabsorption in the grain which causes fissuring. During 

the 2~ainy season crop wh13n the gra:ln moisture is high (2 e% - 30% ), 

there is very lir~'lited time to bring in the crop before fermentation, 

molding or germination occurs. -As yet there .are no .commercial 

harvesters, or stationary threshers. that are technologically, and 

economically workabie that have g.alned farmer acceptance for the wet 

season crop. It is ·either, a radic&lly new .mach:i.ne has to be developed, 

or tqe entire n'lethod of handling the mature crop has to be devised. 

Why insist on a method that does not work under a new set of conditions. 

For example, can we not pre-dry the grain on batch driers right on the 

farm with grain stµJ. on the·panicle .. like,,stalk grain? Anyw.ay, the 

cwet gra:i.n does not only choke the· thresher,, .it cannot also be·cleaned in 
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the plant pre-cleaners and would U.':)1: flow in the ducts because of 

bridgi.ng. 

1. How is drying capabilit'<J to be provided. especially for the 

wet season crop? 

2. Is a new drying technology needed, or is the solution to the 

drying problem one of harnessing an existing 1technology? 

3. In a system where a central d':-ying plant is to be ·used, what 

are the economic and managcmerj:l: implicatfons of a battery of smaller 

drying units to provide flexibility to .t::.m.~dJ.e different grades compared 

to a large si1jgle un~t. 

4. Is the simplicity of operation of batch driers compared to 

conti11uous flow - multi-stage drying of the same drying capacit-.t an 

· advantage or not? 

. 5. Central drying plants have a high fixed cost. The cost to 

benefit ratio is high if they are used only 3 to 4 months a year. In a 

well organized raw material procurement scheme and plant operation, 

is it really still cheaper to sun dry the summer crop which is labor 

intensive when a hl.gh-cost drying facility is idle? Proper handling 

and drying undoubtedly results in bei:ter quality grain 2nd therefore 

potentially higher milling recoveri.es. Isn't this enough economic 

incentive to use grain drying facilities for the two crops? 

' 



6. To improve the cost-to-benefit ratio of a drying plant. one 

possibility is to increase the dryL1g c~.pacity of an existing plant. 

Because of the high a:m.01ent temperature and humidity in the tropics 

and the fact that padi is temperature se· .... siti ve, ot.he~ thermodynamic 

approaches should be explored. 

7. Farm drying to c01nploment plant drying is an interesting 

possibility as a way of arre$ting the rapid bio-de.terioration and which 

also allows for Eimaller plant dryers. There are still many engineering 

problems with the farm dryer design. Frequently because of poor 

blower perfnrmance the moisture gradient between top and bottom is too 

high, necessitating manual mixing of the batch. Batch drying is a 

decreasing rate function dependent on moisture diffusion, and results 

in 8-10 hours of drying time per batch. Can drying be accelerated, 

without .;ompJ.icatL."1g the design and operation too much? 

8. The oil energy crisis demands new rwurces of thermal 

energy for drying. Old rice milling complexes burn rice hull to · gene-

rate steam for their steam engines. The same steam could be used for 

heating the drying air. Combustion furnaces for i•ice hull for direct 

~eating could als.o be developed. Some start ha.s been done but are 

still crude and difficult to control. 

9. Many North Americans who are used to drying wheat or 

corn slowly in deep bed metal silos during the cool dry temperate 

climate in the Ji'all still contend that with the same method ·and equipment 

r . ..._) 
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drying can be done in the hot humid tropical climate for rice. The 

· drying properties of rice plm:i th3rn1ody1:i.amic calculations indicate 

thez:e must be a clmnge in method and specificat~.ons of equipment to 

make it feasible. The large capadty a;.d the possJ.biJ.i~J cf combining 

farm drying and atcirage nlake:J it interesting. 

10. One of the probJ.ems of d.t·ier utilization is the incompati-

bility of capadty with req ui1"ement. Marry driers installed have an 

over capacity with respect to the small batches of padi of a certain 

grade that is received at the dl:'y).ng plant, 8.nd have an under capacity 

to dry the total volume of g':-a:?n recei v·ed within a period. Studies 

should be ma.de to give the sliding scale c&pacity,, and to deter1nine 

optimum capacity for the average run of mllling complexes. 

11. There are some dry.ing auxillary equipment that needs to 

be rededgned ta make them rnor·e effid.ent to handle the extremely wet 

grain and the h:i.gh dockage comraon to th~ Asian farms. The precleaners. 

elevators. conveyors~ ducts. nnJ.oe\rl0rs were designed using dry grain . 
data. One of the other difficulty in the adaptation for padia of equip-

ment designed for other grains is the abrasive nature of pa.di: Drag 

chain conveyors, ducts, screw augers wears out very fast. This 

engineering problem has to be solved. because grain is handled as a 

semi-fluid material. and grain has to rub against surfaces. 

12. One of the advantage of parboiling padi is that there is an 

apparent irr.provement in the grain milling quality of some inherently 

poor quality-chalky grains. A parboiling process on a continuous flow 
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p1•ocess before dl""IJ:l.ng could be d~nrelopE:d without the objectionable 

feature of primitive parboiling methods, 'rhi.s can alleviate some of 

the problems .of poor grain quality as a result of delayed drying. 

13. There is a consumer preference for aged rice over freshly 

harvested milled rice. Biological aging - using a heat treatment pro ... 

cess could be part of the pre-drying process. 

14. The most serj.ous problem of drier utiliza"tion in Asia is 

the lack of trained or experienced p:t.ant managers, processing plant 

engineers and technicia:n.s and procesr; er.ig:i.neers in e~.;:tens:ton work. 

Obviou~ly the instant manpower, has to be provided ·through intensive 

sJ:iort-term tr.ainiug courses. The iong terr.a program to answer this 

need, is through introduction of.rice process engineering in the 

engineering curricula~ 

D. Storsr:1e --e"J..:.-
1. Gr~ shortages have r0uuh:ed in rapid turnover of stocks. 

Expe:dence therefore :tn lo:ng term blllk storage ill tropical climates 

is very limited. In a short span of 3 months in both Malayaia and the 

Philippines. bulk stored grain su..ffor0d spoilage. There are many 

speculatior.lB as probable cause such as mismanagement of the grain 

or the system, or inherent engineering deficiencies in design. Maybe 

both. There are me.ny things that have to be studied. Was spoilage 

due to moisture migration, or capillary seepage of water? Are 

convection currents induced by the difference between ambient and 
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grain storage temperatures? DoP-s thermal conductivity or capacitance 

of the silos wall affect convection currents? If- there is :L.1deed convec-

tion currents that is responsible for moisture migration, can this be 

neutralized by aeration? Forced conve-ctio:::i using aeration blowers 

requires a lot of expensive power. What are the minimum air-volumes 

required and for how long and how frequent do they have' to be applied? 

During the monsoon season, when humidity is high, what are the limit-

ations in aeration using ambient air? Is it necessary to condition the 

air? In many of t:r..e bulk storage systems visited there were no pro-

\ti.sions for turning the grain from one silo to another. Thi.s is a well 

established practice in storage plant management. Some silos are not 

even provided wiih Em aeration system. In some that were provided, 

performance is very poor. Th".Jse variances in designs and . practices 

indicate lack of necessary information. 

2. There has not been l~ick of grain pest infestation in all of 

Asia. They were found in the bulk godowns, gu.nny bag warehouses, 

bulk storage bin.':'!, and most especially in the rice mills. All these 

different situations require different pest control methodsD Insecticide 

companies prescribe the method for their product but there is no 

information on effectiveness of the method • 

3. Rice deficient countries are stocking up pn brown-rice and 

milled rice. Brown-rice because you take in more rice per unit voluxre, 

and milled rice because this is what is sold. Brown-rice becomes 

rancid easily. Milled rice is much more susceptible to insect infest-
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ation. Other than low temperature storage, how may brown and milled 
'.d 

rice be best otored? 

4. Thirty to sixty percent of p!'oduction is retained in the 

v:l.llo.ge for local consumption. Low cort form storage u~.ti.ts and if 

poss1blf'~ in bulk and without need for aerc-..1tion ha·.re to be developed. A 

better alte1,native to stalk graln storage that has the samr: facility for 

handling. has· to be developed. 

5. There has been some agi~a:tion at ccm~ert:h7.g t1at gunny bag 

warehouses into bulk storage godowna. 'l'h:i.s r8commendutio~1 elimi-
l 
I 

n.ates the cost of jtr:;e bags which i.s substantial. An average size ware- J 

house of 4000 ton capacity (120, 000 - 50 kg bag). at US $0 •• 60 per bag I 
-J 

in two seasons is a:i additional annual inveotment of US $144, 000. 00. 

But converting a low building i.l:to bulk storage is not as canve11i.ent 

without app;.--•::>pr;.at8 machinery. Besides bulk storage requires altogether I 

J 
a different level of technology,. T.~1is recomme:.~dation has to be studied 

carefully. 400~ 'i:ous of spoiled grain is worth $1, 200. 000 at pre-

infla.tic11 rates. 

E. filce Milling: 

1. The art and practice of milling rice with the mach1.nes still 

in the use today graduated from the moltar and pestle at the turn of the 

century in some of the Asian countries. Some mHlers. not necessarily 

of thP. old school. s·till prefer their traditional mills. They claim that 

properly inGtalled~ and operated, and using clean good quality padi, th~se 

mills can tu!'n out milled rice of premium grade. The Thai 100% rice 
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• that is coveted by the diacrsmiua:U.ne :ts milled in this traditional type 

rice rru.J.lo. New v.:.i.rieties incr~ar::~d :milling capability requlr.ements 

and new scales of unit milling capacity requirement.CJ. Economic 

domi.nation by some il'.l.dustrfaJ.ized c0tm-i:ries, h.:i.ve fo1.sted on ma.~:..y of 

the Asian countries an entirely naw technology of mil.ling. Capital is 

needed to expand milling capabil.ity"' and this is easiest to obtain on a 

long-term soft loan a::.~rangement from a country manufacturing rice 

mills. The Japanese industl"Y have been very c:-.egressive in selling 

thei:." r:.ibber-roll rice mills. U.ufo::-"tu:o.ately,, the Japanese mills were 

designed for the Japon:i.ca varietles that are short and so!.llld~ Their 

mills have not worked as well for the more popular Asian varieties of 

the medium, and long grain classes. An atten1pc has been done to 

marry the tradiUonal and the nav1 technology of milling. It has been 

the cpir.i.on of many. that the new technology using rubber-roll huskers, 
I 

sped.fie gra·vity s:::parators~ ho:dzcr.i.tal whitenare, etc. are the most 

mode!'ll rfoe mEl in the world. The ·world Bar.I!: will only finance new 

mills using the n0w teclmol.-:>gy. The millers, and some governments 

do not agree. Some engineers using the sys terns approach, ha'\re mis-

givings ahout the new technology. This is not a political argument, 

and should not researches settle this? 

2. Undoubtedly there must be some good features of the new 

technology. Many millers have upgraded their traditional mills by 

adopting the rubber roll in place of the stone disk huskers. This is 

a continuous flow process and there are problems of capacity incom-
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patability. The m:Glers also wo11ld like to see a rubber or synthetfo 

that can cut down on replacement cost. 

3. Their is a school of thoughts that belfove that outright 

replacer.n~mt of the stone disk huller is not the b?.st arrangement. 

They recommend the use cf rubber-·roll hm:ikers as a return lll.llle.r 

for· pe.d:i. from the separator. The thc;iory is that the tl:i.sk huller 

clearlL."'!ce should be adjusted for the r.tol"'1nal sized grain. 'I'he smaller 

grain will go through unhulled. If the disk clE:arunce is del'!reaE:1ed to 

take car·e of the small grain,, the perce1'ltage of broke11 g~:-ains increases. 

Therefore. a sepaX'arate return huller should be used,, and this is 

better done by a rubber-roll husker. The logic is sound and should 

be investigated. 

4. .Another group of miU.ers believe in a different systc!n.. 

The good features of the traditional stone disk huskers can be re--

taingd by using a padi grader that w:!Jl si.ze the grain before husldng, 

using parallel husker for different size g1~ains. If the normal size 

were 80% of the voJ.ume. then the other 20% can be hulled on smaller 

clea:r.ance stone-disk husker .. or a rubber roller3 The logic i.s also 

sound., except that the padi grader will not las·i: because of abrasion. 

5. It is c1o.imed that from 30 to 50 percent of production ia 

Asian countries that is consumed in the villages are milled in the 

one-pass iron hullers. These is an adoptation of a coffee grinder. 
' ' 

th~.t' grinds the padi just as well. Percent head grain recovery is 
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lowg about 35%, nr.d total milling yi~ld about GO%. The commercial 

milling potential of most HYV' s are a.bout 68%, and most of the 

traditional commercial mills average about 65%. If Indonesia now 

processes 21, 070, 000 tons of p~~di, Ha loss of 5% in milling re-

covery of 50% of production,, is equivalent to 526, 000 tons of milled 

rice. The Philippines had to import almost that much last year. 

There are now attempts at using the small rul>ber-roll huskers with 

~one pass whitener, without benefit of a separator. The milling 

results are better ... but still is below par. Very serious work must 

be done at developing a better mill for village consumption. With 

some countries, like Indonesia pushing for integrating milling with 

production by farmer cooperatives,, the urgency for milling research 

and development work becomes more urgent. 

6. 'rhere are many other components of the milling system that 

can benefit from some engineering. "3rokenrice scavengers at all 

points in the system, the refiners or polishers to improve the gloss. 

sifters, graders, blenders, and packaging units are not widely used. 

The drives of tradi,ti.onal mills look like a spiders holiday. 

F. Processing Plant: Management and Operation 

Some of the problems in management and operation of the 

processing plant as a business enterprise, the motivating force that 

keeps the wheels of industry going, cannot be itemized as discrets 

--'--~-"-' 
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' ' 

probl em.s in technology. A syste:i:n analys:f.s is needed to determine 

pressure points in term of the ult.im::tte objective of d~U.ver.itlg the 

milled rice to the consumer at maximum efficiencies at a reasonable 

profit. These probJ.ems are enumier.aterl.p soiw:-; are repeHtion of the 

techni.cal proble:mo already mentioned. 

l. Hew to manage the many small batches of different grades 

of padi. 

2. How to keep fresh wet padi in its fresh state while awaiting 
. _, procesru1g. 

3. How to decrease maintenan~e cost due to abrasion. 

4. · Increasing efficiency of drying plant. 

5. How to clean and con \1·ey wet pad:T .• 

6. The er.rf;abl:!.shment of enduring and equitable business 

relation~hip wL':h i:he raw material - p&di suppliers. 

7. How to improve the p:t•ocurement sclrnme that now requii~es 

case over the barre.I payment. The b:i.g amountfl of cash money involve 

is a security problem. 

8. How to institute a workable system of gr.ades and standards 

to define the qua}i.1y of padi and rice as a b~sis for tradtng •. The 

meas urea and prices must reflect dock~.ge, moisture content, and 

m:tlling potential. 

9. How to in,stitute a system of inventory co.ntrol. The simple 

weighing of wet padi in coming and milled rice outgoing is not enough. 
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With dockage, rice hull, and other by-products discarded at the plant, 

EU."1.d with these varying in a wide range. has J.cd to allegations of stock 

manipulation and even pilferage. The sampling procedures. the 

laboratory equipment and procedures and in-flow recording of weights 

have to be developed and adopted. as well as an easy recording and 

retrival information without the need yet for computers. 

10. The full understanding of the teehnolog;.ea involved in 

heated rdr drying, btilk storage, milling efficiencies, and quality 

control measures and their relation to economic performance. '".Che 

conclusion that heated-air drying is more expensive than sundrying, 

taken out-of-context from the entire operation thereby making central 

: mn11ag0mer1t decide that in the summer contractual labor must be 

hired to sun dry. is a good example. 

J 1. How to induce the local manufacturing industry to service 

the processing sector. Continued importation is an expensive and 

frustrating exper:J.ence. 

12. Integration of operations to utilize by-products. 

13. The lack of senior management and technical personnel 

·trained or experienced in modern rice processing plant teclu'liques. 

V. RECOMMENDATION 

There appear to be four Id.mis of problems of the rice 

protection processing and utiliz atiou industry. One involves !_~eering_ 

~search, desisn and development to improve existing technologies or 
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to devel"P new ones. The secpr.d catf;gory is £!.~!~testipg for tech .. 

country capabilities., The third :r:eqt.U.res !?P.er13::~~!-;?E!.~::=:~~ involving 

utilizati.on of the new technology, to ass:i.P-t goverrenent pl~ers a.."ld 

policy makers, and ce11tral management to be able to make sound 

decisions. The fourth involves ~~2~£::.~tr~ 

Problem co.tegory one is an expensive investn-J.ent. It r~quires 

imaginative design engineers,, anµ a support staff of jmli\)r. engi11eers,, 

draftar.!len, a..tJ.d maclrlne shop tech:.:tlcia.ns •. It reqw.i·es .machine ~hop 

facilitieo, and aoph.tsticated instrumen:~ation. It alfJO requir·es. a well 

organized administrative support services. T.his theref~r.e requires 

a reg~onal dee processi11g research nnd dev·elcpme:nt center in the 

same manner that IR.RI has been ,doing for ric~ breed:f.ng .• 

. l?roble:m ('.ai.:"3gory two should be a cowitry program but with 

financial and. technfoal assistance fro:n.'1 the reg:i.::)aal centei... Thia 

country program3 could be done by existing governmental agencies 

such the Phi.Uppir.e.s' ·National Grains Authority in cooperation with 

U. P. at Los Batlos, Thailand's Engineer!ng Depal"'tme~it of the Rice 

Mi11istl7, Malaysia's Padi and Rice Market~.ng Boa~d in cooperation 

with the Malaysian Agricultural R~sea:t'ch and Development Institute 

and the MalEJ.ysian ~gricultural Development Authority, and Indonesia's 

Bureau of Logistics in cooperation with their Ministries of Agriculture 
' . 

ru1d Industl"'J. New equipment, or new oper~.tional teclmique's could be 
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tried out on a commercial scale in aey of the processing centers of 

these agencies. Local engineers should apprentice at the regional 

research center so they will develop a psychological identity with the 

work they have to do with the center in their countries. The country 

program will also involve selection and adaptation of appropriate 

technology already in the market. 

Problem category three; operations research. requires top 

grade systems engineers and economists. The pool of design engineers 

who are the technical experts in the different unit process operations. 

can backstop these analysts. The work involve here is not only 

analysis of existing plants where the new technologies are being tested. 

it can include serving as an international consultancy to governments 

and private industry in maldng economic feasibility studies. in the 

design and layout of new plants, in the rehabilitation or upgrading of 

existing plants, or in the formulation of national rice programmes 

where technical and economic information may be needed. 

Problems category four, is the most urgent. The trained 

manpower are needed now to rehabilitate old facilities, to manage and 

operate new existing complexes, and to serve as extension engineers. 

The management and principles courses should be organized as regional 

training programmes, but training for utilization should be country 

programmes. 



- ea -

LasUy. the many problems of the rice processina industry 

and the potential economic value as well as the several hundred millions 

of Asians that stand to benefit from solving many the problems 

mentioned. not to mention the internal securities of government makes 

action now imperative. 
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